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Hololive News 

Hololive Idol Project - 1st Live “Bloom” 

After Holofest ended, Cover didn’t waste time announcing its next biggest project: Bloom taking 
place on 17/02/2021! It will happen in Tokyo Garden Theater but will also be available on the 
digital platforms SPWN and Nico Nico. Tickets and goods are already available on the official 
website. 

 

According to the official site it will be part of the Hololive Idol Project announced back in                 
09/2019, and with “Nonstop Story” and “Beyond The Stage” being the first two festivals, this               
will be the first Live, and it’ll be possible thanks to the wishes of the members to be able to do                     
more and to grow as idols! 
 
According to them, the idea behind it was “...to create music and performing units based on the                 
diverse range of Hololive talents. These songs will be distinct from their solo and all-member               
performances. We call this project ``Hololive IDOL PROJECT Season 0 ~CORE!~”. 
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While the songs featured in the live show already include some very known ones such as “Shiny                 
Smiley Story”, “ Yumemiru Sora e”, “Kirameki Rider” and “Halloween Night, Tonight!”, it was              
also announced that 9 news songs would be released in the following weeks until the date of the                  
event! 
 

The very first new song was already announced        
together with Bloom, being called “Blue      
Clapper” and being performed by all of Hololive        
Gen 5, and officially released on Hololive       
Official Youtube channel on 22/12/2020. 
 
The second song was also already announced,       
being performed by Shirakami Fubuki, Nakiri      
Ayame and Ookami Mio and it’s named       
“Hyakkaryouran Hanafubuki”. Its short version     
was released on Hololive Official Youtube 
channel on 29/12/2020.  
 
 

This also means that we can expect the 5th gen to receive their 3D debut before the show! 
 
 

 
Written by Kinji 
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Holomyth & Princess Connect Re:Dive 

In recent news in the Hololive world, Princess connect: Re:Dive will be collaborating with 
Hololive’s English branch HoloMyth for their global launch of the game. 

What's planned so far are several live streams and sneak peaks of the game! 

In case you didn't know, Princess Connect is a JRPG game designed for the Android and IOS 
systems. It also has its own anime which prequels the game itself. 

Stay tuned in to the future events of the Holomyth gang and Princess Connect Re:Dive as a new 
adventure is on the horizon. 

https://twitter.com/priconne_en/status/1343965003024502784?s=20 

 

Stream Calender website: https://stream-calendar.vercel.app/  
 

Written by General Pekorin 
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Kaichou’s 1st Anniversary 3D Dance Show 

Starting the anniversary streams for the 4th Gen of Hololive JP, Kiryu Coco on the 28/12/2020                
hosted a dance show to celebrate with all the         
viewers her first year in Hololive! 

Her stream started with a great performance       
act from Kaichou with her Yakuza henchman       
on stage, featuring the well known Kiryukai       
Yakuza dancing together with their boss. The       
act itself displayed how strong are Cocos       
dancing skills and the power of the Dragon        
hips. 

The show proceeded then to its next phase,        
while viewers were led to it by Kaichou doing         
her  “Oi Oi Oi” scene transitions. 

 

 
“ARK Association Representative” Stegoro's Mukirose 

Aki Rosenthal 
 

Starting with the first guest of the night, we are introduced to Aki Rosenthal. Aki began by                 
showing her the ways of the belly dance, as Coco proceeded to get the gist of it pretty fast from                    
what we could tell, especially with the Hips Attack! All the practices during lead to a belly dance                  
demonstration by the two of them, and while Aki still guided Coco during it, they both delivered                 
a great performance! 
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This time both Coco and Aki led the viewers through the scene transitions in a very funny way                  
to… A SPECIAL ASACOCO LIVE! During this special edition of Asacoco, Coco featured             
herself congratulate herself for reaching 1 year as well reminding us a bit from her debut way                 
back into 28/12/2019. 

Amongst other news she reminded us that       
Kanata stream was delayed to 02/01/2021      
due to technical issues, and while it       
happened she transformed the living room      
to practice even more for the show and        
was basically powering up for it! 

This Asacoco edition also featured a      
ranking of all the Asacoco products      
already released, with the number one      
being PLUG IN TYPE ASACOCO! And      
so it was going to be released together        
with her anniversary merch as a daki sized        
plushie! 
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Hololive direct descent, Gorilla gan’s first chairman 

Amane Kanata 

As the Asacoco Live ended, we were greeted by the second guest of this livestream Amane                
Kanata in a very distinct way! She proceeded to give a whole class of the japanese dance style                  
Soran Bushi to Kaichou, while eventually leading to a practice performance with the two guests               
with Coco! 

 

Congratulations on one year and thank you for everything so far Kaichou! 

Written by Kinji 
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Watame 1 Year Birthday Night Fever! 

Following the anniversary week of the JP 4th Gen, on 29/12/20 Tsunomaki Watame celebrated              
her first year in Hololive!  

Her 3D stream started with the “Tsunomaki System” being activated leading us to the opening of                
the show, showing Watame joining Hololive back on 29/12/2019 and many of the streams and               
collaborations she participated in, such as her 3D debut, the Watame Rap, The Bakatare 3D               
stream, the release of her song and covers, 2nd Fes before finally leading us to her final event of                   
2020! 

 

Afterwards the event continued now on the 3D,        
starting the night fever with her original song        
“Aimai Chocolate”, being followed by 7 more songs        
including “Bubble Love” which she did a cover of         
earlier this year.  

As the song ended she showed us a special message          
from HoloEN member Calliope Mori! The message       
said she was really glad to work together with her          
senpai on a song, and hopes for a chance to do it            
again in the future as she really loves Watame’s         
voice and keeps falling in love with it, ending the          
message with a big congratulations for one year in         
Hololive!  

This came up as a big surprise to everyone as there was no announcement of the song yet, but as                    
the stream followed Watame announced the release of her new original song ft. Calliope Mori               
named “Cloudy Sheep”, and it was released right after the stream!  
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Alongside this big announcement, she also announced the release of her first year anniversary              
merchandise package containing a rubber mat drawn by fuumii-sensei, a “Watame Night Fever”             
stone coaster, a signed postcard with Watame's signature also illustrated by fumii-sensei, a special              
voice pack, and the CD version of her new and very first album, “Watame no uta Vol.1” which                  
also contains a secret track! She also left the comment that for 2021 she wants to be able to                   
release Vol. 2! 

The stream ended with a live performance of the new song “Cloudy Sheep” even before the song                 
was released, and a final message from our lovely sheep for her fans. Congratulations on 1 year                 
of Hololive and thank you for everything so far Watame! 

 

Art by fellow KFP Employee and big Watamate, Totang for her first anniversary! 

 

Written by Kinji 
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Amane Kanata 1st Anniversary 3D Live 
On the 02/01/2021 Kanata hosted her 3D Live to celebrate 1 year in Hololive! The original                
stream was supposed to happen back on the 27/12/20 but due to technical issues it was postponed                 
to a later date. Luckily Coco reported that she used the time to power up and practice even more! 

 
The stream started with a beautifully made opening showing us the timeline of the year and                
giving many highlights of events in the last year for Kanata! As soon as the opening ended, we                  
show the Angel directly on the stage singing the first song of the live “Ghost Rule” by DECO*27                  
with an epic performance and animation on stage, with it being directly followed with the second                
song “Yoru ni Kakeru” by YOASOBI! 
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The third song transitioned to a different scenario        
in what could be described as an old church,         
showing us both Kanata and her first guest of the          
live Tokoyami Towa, with both singing      
“Byoushin o Kamu” by Zutamayo. 
 

Back to stage the fourth song counted with the         
presence of both Towa and the second guest of the night Kiryu Coco! The trio sang “King” by                  
Kanaria together! Afterwards there was a small chatting session where Kanata thanked both of              
them for their presence in the live. 

 

As we changed stage again, Kanata performed the song she was also releasing a Cover of in the                  
same day, “Outsider” by Eve featuring the illustration for the cover as part of the stage animation!                 
The show followed without pause with the songs “fixer” by nulut and “Additional Memory'' by               
Jin. 
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The eighth song of the live show was “Kanden” by Kenshi Yonezu featuring her third guest,                
Hoshimachi Suisei! Afterwards we were also graced by the presence of both Marine and Rushia,               
and the four of them sang “Hametsu no Junjou'' by Walküre and “Kirameki Rider” together! 

 

Afterwards an intermission happened where Kanata said goodbye to the other members and             
announced her 1st anniversary merchandise package. The show then headed for its last phase,              
where Kanata sang both “Homura” and “Gurenge” by LiSa with an amazing stage animation              
together with her voice and performance! 

 

Congratulations on your 1st year in Hololive and thank you for everything so far Kanata! 

Written by Kinji 
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New Year’s Cards! 

In preparation for the new year some Hololive members prepared new year’s cards for the fans 
and for the others members! 

Airani Iofifteen prepared a new year’s card during her stream on 30/12/20 while chatting with her 
viewers! You can find the full work on her 
Twitter found here! 

 

Ninomae Ina’nis also prepared her new year’s 
card on 31/12/2020 during the duration of a whole 
stream while vibing with her tentacult! You can 
find the complete work on her Twitter post! 

 

Written by Kinji 

 

Kiryu Coco Executive Producer of Ark: The Lost Stories 

Hololive fans have known for a while that Coco was a huge fan of the game “Ark: Survival 
Evolved”, and has been getting others members to get into it since she started streaming it, but on 
the 29/12/2020 it was given the news that Coco will be added on the credits of the Project Ark: 
The Lost Stories, as she was one of the biggest supporters of the project. 
 
You can get more information on the project here! 

 

Written by Kinji 
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4th and 5th Gen’s New Year’s Outfits 

It was announced that both the 4th and 5th Hololive Japan generations are getting new outfits for 
the new year on the 01/01/2021 on a big relay of 30 minute streams. Together with it came the 
explanation that Momosuzu Nene was getting a whole new design later in January, and would not 
be getting the outfit until then. 

We shall be going over a bit of how the reveals went, but make sure to check the streams for the 
full designs! 

Nenechi New Year’s Outfit?! 

Starting the relay, Nenechi scheduled a stream where she showed us her own design for a new 
year’s outfit!  During it she also commented that she felt a bit sad for not being able to get one, 
but commented that Kiara reminded her she could pretty much go and make it herself, and so she 
did! 

 

She showcased herself using the outfit, showing it off as full body and a closer look explaining 
the details of the design to her fans. 

While it’s not an official new year outfit, we still appreciate the outfit she made a lot! We are also 
looking forward to her new outfit design later in January!  
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Kiryu Coco’s Outfit 

Starting her stream with a new year's greeting, Coco showed 
off some fanart trying to predict the actual outfit, before a big 
reveal commenting on how all of them resemble the silhouette 
shown back in the preview. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The outfit was revealed shortly after! She showed all the details of it, being extra proud of how 
THICC she was, the Ryu ga Gotoku theme, and thanking her mama for making it so well done! 
Later she tweeted about forgetting that the costume also included GLASSES! 

Tokoyami Towa’s Outfit 

Towa’s stream had comments teasing her outfit before 
revealing it and comments on Coco's outfit, specially 
stating she wants to fondle Coco in her new outfit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As she revealed her extremely cute outfit, 
viewers even teased her showering the chat 
with TMT. She also showed that her outfit 

actually comes with 2 hairstyles, a brainded one and a short one, being able to mix them! 
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Amane Kanata’s Outfit 

Kanata’s stream featured her L2D animation update, as well 
as her new costume also using the L2D 2.0! She also featured 
some fan ideas of what her new outfit would be, causing a big 
uproar of viewers joining membership. 

Her outfit came out together with 
the long awaited NECK REVEAL. 
It featured two styles, one with a 
beautiful hair garment and the other 
adding her wings and hamsters ears 
to it! 

Hinemori Luna’s Outfit 

Luna had some issues with her throat after all the 
screaming and fun she had during the last day’s events, 
but she swore she was okay and ready to show us her 
new outfit! 

 

 

 

 

Her outfit featured her hair now in braids, and the Japanese 
theme for Luna gave her a fresh new look! She also showed 
us that it comes with a really nice hat, and that she could 
remove the fluffy part from it! 
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Tsunomaki Watame’s Outfit 

Watame being the last of the 4th Gen started her reveal by greeting us with a happy new year, and 
giving us the very first Tsunomaki Janken of the year! 

As she started showing her outfit, it had really good movements! She had mentioned before 
having 3 forms of hair for this new costume: Long, Braids and Bun! 

 

With not being enough, her costume also came with many secret weapons, such as the Night 
Fever Glasses, and a funny evolving hat being made from her wool! 
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Omaru Polka’s Outfit! 

Starting the 5th Gen with Polka, we already had a 
great starting segment asking us to choose between 
two silhouettes to find out which one is the real 

costume, and 
which door would 
lead us to it! 

 

With her costume 
having a unique design fitting for the Ringmaster’s new year, 
Polka teased us a lot while presenting her new costume! It 
also came with the beautiful option of no makeup Polka, and 
another one to add even more details to it!  

To add a bit more to the Ringmaster’s power, Polka talked to 
a clone of herself during the stream while commenting on her 
own costume! 

Yukihana Lamy’s Outfit 

As Polka baton passed the torch to Great Mama Lamy, 
the latter presented us with a heartfelt greeting, and 
teased us a bit for her costume as well as telling us to 
not forget that her mascot Daifuku would also get a 
new costume!  

Her costume comes with a beautiful 
flower design, and creates a great 
combination with the snow elf’s hair 
colour! Her costume features also the 
possibility to take the hair hairpin off, 
and to activate the powerful…. 
Nekomimi mode! 
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Shishiro Botan’s Outfit! 

Finally, it’s La Lion~ time with Botan being the 
last costume reveal of the 5th Gen and from the 
relay!  

 

 

 

 

Her outfit has quite a detailed flower pattern on 
its cloth, together with very long sleeves and 
fluffy parts, and featuring a simple but important 
change of adding blushing to her costume! 

She ended her stream drawing O-mikuji 
(fortunes) with the viewers, and with a great 
image of all the members that participated 
together! 
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Holostars New Year’s Outfits 

On 03/01/21 the Holostars had their stream relay to receive new year’s costumes, so it's time for                 
the boys! We shall go over a bit of how the costumes looked but be sure to check all the stream                     
for more details on it’s design, gestures and garments! 

 

Kageyama Shien's Outfit 

The Holostars relay started with Shien who greeted        
viewers and prepared to be the first to show his costume           
on stream without delay! 

His new costume   
gives off a feudal    
lord style containing   
his classic colors,   
and as well featuring    
Nekoyama, 
Nakayama and Koyama on his shoulder matching his style.         
His mama also pampered him while making the costume         
giving him new year's pocket money, and also preparing him          
a special Kageyama sword which can even shine and produce          
sounds when a button is pressed, and of course the costume           
includes glasses and the possibility to take off his coat. 
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Kanade Izuru’s Outfit 

Being the second in the relay, Izuru is already an expert in showing             
off new costumes as he also featured his past two costumes from            
white day and summer, also commenting he was really happy for           
his Kouhais to be getting costumes too! 

His costume takes an old school style but beautifully done as the            
colours of it fit Izuru     
perfectly, coming with details    
such as his flower, a Fritillaria      
being put as a detail in the       
clothing as his mama    
remembered it. The costume    
also includes a hat he can put       
on so make it even better! 

 

 

Astel Leda’s Outfit 

As we arrived at Astel’s stream he commented a         
bit on how he wanted a costume to go visit the           

shrine during new   
year's, and after   
that proceeded to   
clear the graffiti he    
had set up over the     
silhouette of his   
costume. 

 

His new costume   
has a great combination between the stars and eastern styles in a            
very detailed way, coming together with a new year style for           
Poruneu, his mascot. He is able to remove the coat from his            
costume as well giving a whole different feeling to it, making a            
great alternate option! 
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Aragami Oga’s Outfit 

As 4th in the relay Oga gave       
comments on his impressions for     
the others costumes so far, and      
giving us a bit of a spoiler saying        
his costume isn’t that celebrative     
of new year's because instead it’s      
a bit bloody! 

The reveal started with a video      
featuring an Oni mask burning     
up, followed by the reveal after      
some teasing. This really cool     
costume gives a feeling of a      
combat style for Oga, and he can       

also remove the mask from his face. As he said himself since the             
viewers are perverts he also showed that he can remove the chest            
wrapping revealing the full force of his abs! 

 

Yukoku Roberu’s Outfit 

As we moved to the next stream, Roberu started with          
giving us a look on how the costume he had for           
summer was, and then proceeding to ask viewers        
what are their thoughts on the costume from what         
they can tell by the silhouette. 

 

 

 

His costume came with a great set of colors and also           
gave a great look to our winning son who now has a            
ponytail. It came filled with many features like being         
able to move his fan around, flap it, and many types of            
fans too including one with the word ‘VICTORY’ On         
it. He is also able to remove the hood and the hakama            
entirely! 
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Hanasaki Miyabi’s Outfit 

The next member was Miyabi, after a brief comment about the           
costumes, he said that his costume might be a bit different from            
what viewers usually expect, as people expect the boy's         
costume to be cool, but he wanted his to be cute instead. 

 

 

His costume went   
with a red and pink     
color combination,  
a really cute muffler and even contaning a enma with          
good luck for his gacha rolls, and beautiful garments         
for his hair! His muffler can be removed to reveal a           
semi-long hair style, and his hair ribbon is also         
removable. 

 

Rikka’s Outfit 

Opening his stream with an acoustic song played        
with a shamisen, Rikka rocked during it in a great          
segment which quickly ended with credits showing       
up. After it we got back into schedule as usual! 

 

 

 

His costumes feature a mix of eastern with        
weatern, and at first we can notice the big coat          
covering clothing as well the pair of swords on his          
waist, and the cogs on his clothing and earrings.         
He can also replace the swords with a shamisen,         
add a lovely hat with cogs on it, and even remove           
his coat… but most importantly, the costume also        
comes with GLASSES! 
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Kishido Tenma’s Outfit 

As for the next stream, we had Tenma and as soon as he started              
we were greeted with the comment that he would make sure to            
show us what it meant to be a dark knight! 

 

His new costume was in     
an eastern style, painted in     
black with golden details    
all over it with his sword      
on his back. Hiyamaru, his mascot also got a version for this            
costume! His costume was able to put up a hood to cover his             
face, also being able to hide his sword, with Hiyamaru being           
able to climb on his head, so cute!  

Arurandeisu’s Outfit 

With Aruran Pizza papa being the last on the relay, everyone was really hyped for it as his                  
silhouette is the one that raised the biggest questions among all of the boys for its really unique                  
form, and so… now we see the rise of SHISHIRANDIS! 

 

First we were greeted by his new shishimai costume, featuring the big red lion head as well as a                   
pizza design on his clothing. Later we were shown that the costume also has a stylish side based                  
on a classic eastern style with a comfy muffler and hat. Aruran can change between costume                
forms, as well as remove the hat, muffler and his glasses. 
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Congratulations on all the new costumes!  

 

New merch was also featured for the group by the end of the relay! 
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Milestones of the Week (20/12/2020-2/1/2021) 

One year ends, another year starts. Thus, a brand new set of milestones coming along. Cheers to                 
these members celebrating! 

Ookami Mio (HoloJP) 
On 20/12/2020, Mio achieved 500k subscribers during the Hololive Mama Impersonation collab            
stream. She is the fourth Hololive Gamers member to reach this milestone and the 26th Hololive                
member overall. 

Nakiri Ayame (HoloJP) 
On 22/12/2020, Ayame achieved 600k subscribers on the second day of Hololive 2nd Fes. She is                
the third HoloJP 2nd generation member to reach this milestone and the 21st Hololive member               
overall. 

Watson Amelia (HoloEN) 
On 23/12/2020, Amelia achieved 800k subscribers. She is the third HoloEN member to reach this               
milestone and the 10th Hololive member overall. 

Gawr Gura (HoloEN) 
On 25/12/2020 (Christmas Day), Gura achieved 1.75M subscribers. She is the first Hololive             
member to reach this milestone and the second VTuber in history to do so. 

Uruha Rushia (HoloJP) 
On 25/12/2020, Rushia achieved 800k subscribers during her karaoke milestone stream. She is             
the third HoloJP 3rd generation member to reach this milestone and the 14th Hololive member               
overall. 

Houshou Marine (HoloJP) 
On 28/12/2020, Marine achieved 900k subscribers. She is the second HoloJP 3rd generation             
member to reach this milestone and the sixth Hololive member overall. 

Kureiji Ollie (HoloID) 
On 29/12/2020, Ollie achieved 300k subscribers. She is the first HoloID 2nd generation member              
to reach this milestone, the third HoloID member overall and the 39th Hololive member overall. 

Pavlova Reine (HoloID) 
On 30/12/2020, Reine achieved 200k subscribers during her brunch stream. She is the second              
HoloID 2nd generation member to reach this milestone, the fifth HoloID member overall and the               
42nd Hololive member overall. 

Written by PTHero 
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Hololive FanArt 

Tentacult Discord Christmas Art Contest 

On 12/12/2020 it was announced on the Tentacult discord that an art contest would be held by its                  
members, where the winner would be rewarded with a month of nitro and their own custom role!                 
The rules of the contest were simple, many kinds of art would be allowed including digital art,                 
traditional art, poetry, music and prose, and it wouldn’t need to be Ina themed and of course it                  
still needed to abide to standard Discord server rules, such as no NSFW and no plagiarism.  

The deciding factor for the winner would be the number of votes from the community to their                 
favourite arts, with the deadline for entries being at 25/12/20. On the first day of 2021 the winner                  
was announced, being the discord member Kaat#9637!  

We will be featuring the 5 most voted entries, but be sure to check all of them including the other                    
entries in high quality  at the Tentacult Discord on the #christmas-contest channel! 

 

On the left is the 5th most voted entry, from          
Cereal Bawks#8599! He also sent us a colored        
version of his entry! Below is the 4th most voted          
entry, from Retayu#5804! 
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3rd most voted entry, from Braix#9999! 

 

2nd most voted entry, from Flushienime#9042! 
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1st most voted entry, from Kaat#9637! 
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Decrilus 
 
Decrilus is an artist that creates fanart based primarily on HoloEN, and mainly 
Ninomae Ina’nis. With their unique style the artwork revolves around very cute 
chibi designs. 
Decrilus’ work also extends to other areas such as Genshin Impact or just drawing 
cats. Give them a look! The chibi style is adorable! 
 
https://twitter.com/decrilus 
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Makoto Yukiko 
Makoto Yukiko is a Hololive Fanartist who is primarily centered around 
Hoshimachi Suisei. They also do work on other Hololive Talents and areas outside 
of Hololive for fanart. Check out their other work on Twitter! 
 
“I am an artist who usually draws Suisei but sometimes I draw other members 
too.” 
https://twitter.com/MakotoYukiko_ 
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TylerNotTaylor 
Memes are another way to express oneself as a fan of Hololive and here 
TylerNotTaylor has done so with this meme that shows the growth of Hololive 
from the beginning. 
 
“Hey, I’m TylerNotTaylor, or Tyler_462 on other 
platforms! I’m a serial meme poster in the 
Hololive community, with a specialty in speed 
posting HoloEN streams. I also create a variety of 
different content all related to Hololive, with 
cursed/blessed music production, Yagoo 
deepfakes, and more! For those who can’t watch 
the stream or archive, I try to summarize the best 
part of the streams via 4+ memes that encapsulate 
the events that occur, and also exists as a form of 
“live commentary” in the forms of memes.  
 
I joined Hololive during the height of the C -Virus 
breakout, as I had almost nothing to do. One of my friends asked me to join Aki Rosenthal’s 110K 
sub celebration stream, and after experiencing the raw emotions she put out, I knew I wanted to 
be part of the community. I never created memes before, with me just being a lurker on the 

Hololive subreddit. With the dawn of HoloEN, I 
realized that I would be able to make memes 
without the JP language barrier there to delay 
my understanding of the stream. My favorite 
streamers will always be the crazy rabbit 
Pekora and Okayu, with Aki having a special 
place in my heart for chucking me down this 
rabbit hole.” 
 
https://twitter.com/Tyler_462 
Link to the original Meme post- 

https://twitter.com/tyler_462/status/1342484150490697729?s=21  
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Areoru 
Areoru is an up and coming artist that is a fan of Hololive, particularly Hololive 
ID. 
Their most recent work surrounds the newest Generation to debut for HoloID. 
They also do fanart on a variety of other things as well. Check out their stunning 
work!  
 
https://twitter.com/areoru1 
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Music Corner 
This corner has the purpose of sharing the Originals and Covers released by both Hololive and 
Holostars! We shall also include covers from the community in the future! 

Christmas Song (back number 様) /  Cover by  RizNote (Rikka & Izuru) 

On 21/12/2020 the cover was released on Izurus channel! 

 
Image source  

Suteki no Holiday / Mariya Takeuchi / Cover by Yurustar (Aruran & Miyabi & Tenma) 

On 22/12/2020 the cover was released on Arurandeisu channel’s! 

 
Image Source & Illustrator 
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https://youtu.be/IxT1xa3YGio
https://twitter.com/kanadeizuru/status/1340948262371512320?s=20
https://youtu.be/VAsauw-wFAg
https://twitter.com/arurandeisu/status/1341370403147550732?s=20
https://twitter.com/YuFu_toyomimasu
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Bocca della verita / Hiiragi Kirai / Cover by Towa 

On 23/12/2020 Tokoyami Towa released the cover on her YouTube channel! 

 
Image Source 

Dakara Boku Wa Ongaku Wo Yameta  / Yorushika / Cover by Shiranui Flare 

Also on 23/12/2020 Shiranui Flare released the cover on her Youtube Channel! 

 
Image Source 
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https://youtu.be/64kI2BWRd2g
https://twitter.com/ceramic06/status/1342661390880817154?s=20
https://youtu.be/EBj7JZiyR-s
https://twitter.com/pamyuu_sabi/status/1341691421179346947?s=20
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Blue Clapper / Hololive Idol Project Original 

On 23/12/2020 the first of the 9 songs being released for Hololive Idol Project 1st Live “Bloom”, 
the Hololive 5th generation released the original song Blue Clapper! It’s available on the 
Hololive Official Channel! 

Shitsuraku Petri / Nanahoshi Kangen Gakudan ft Hatsune Miku / Cover by Nekomata Okayu 

On 24/12/2020 Nekomata Okayu released the cover on her Youtube channel! 

 

Image Source 

Chicken Rice / Masatoshi Hamada / Cover by Yukoku Roberu 

Also on 24/12/2020 Yukoku Roberu had the premiere for the cover on his Youtube channel! 

 

Image Source & Illustrator 
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https://youtu.be/CyqMKCYBTzM
https://youtu.be/CyqMKCYBTzM
https://youtu.be/9PYi1080Q7k
https://twitter.com/oshiruco_212048/status/1343052600690655235?s=20
https://youtu.be/tJ9Uq8z_pug
https://twitter.com/yukokuroberu/status/1341743336588148737?s=20
https://twitter.com/Essu_twit
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Holy Angel's Carol / fine / Cover by Inui Toko and Hoshimachi Suisei 

On 25/12/2020 the cover was released in Inui Toko’s channel! 

 
Image Source 

Hologram Circus / Omaru Polka 

On 26/12/2020 Omaru Polka released the full version of her original song, Hologram Circus, 
together with its music video. This song has been featured before both on her channel and in 
some of her karaokes but only as a short version! Prior to the official release, she also sang it at 
Vtuber's Kohaku Uta Gassen! It’s already available on her YouTube channel! 

 

Image Source & Illustrator 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-demdSHuYI
https://twitter.com/inui_toko/status/1342419022000738305?s=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=deKvoxhaqOM&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/LQ_eazT56FA
https://twitter.com/omarupolka/status/1342768841093304326?s=20
https://twitter.com/bokkun168/status/1342770448329703424?s=20
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Turing Love feat. Sou / Nanawo Akari  / Cover by Hibiki Ao and Hoshimachi Suisei 

On 27/12/2020 the cover was released in Hibiki Ao’s channel! 

 

Image Source 

Hyakkaryouran Hanafubuki / Hololive Idol Project Original 

On 29/12/2020 Hololive released the original song and it’s available on their YouTube channel! 
It's the second of the nine songs being released in preparation for the Bloom Live! 

Cloudy Sheepy / Tsunomaki Watame ft. Mori Calliope 

Also on 29/12/2020 Watame released the original song Cloudy Sheep, which features Mori 
Calliope. You can find it on her YouTube channel! 

 
Image Source 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-omKAd_sbFo
https://twitter.com/kyohe111/status/1343183655556956161?s=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K84w0Iai40k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGun2cWbPEM
https://twitter.com/tsunomakiwatame/status/1343892138388406272?s=20
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Snow Halation /  µ’s / Cover by Ayunda Risu 

On 30/12/2020 Ayunda Risu released the cover for the song on her YouTube channel! The cover 
was released 3 days after the song's 10 year anniversary. 

 
Image source 

Outsider /  Eve / Cover by Amane Kanata 

On 02/01/2021 Amane Kanata released the cover on her YouTube channel! 

 

Image Source 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uw9SUSvWBN0
https://twitter.com/ayunda_risu/status/1344104017006264320?s=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HylJNyMuzU
https://twitter.com/amanekanatach/status/1345211302549962752?s=20
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Paintër / halyosy / Covered by HOLOSTAR 

On 03/01/2021 after the release of all the new year's Outfits, Holostars Official YouTube channel 
released the cover for the song, where all the current members participated in the song!  

 

Image Source 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wqpyWJOJ6M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wqpyWJOJ6M
https://twitter.com/holostarstv/status/1342832800873865219?s=20
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Special thanks to the team at Kiara Family News 
Cover created by NaGeL 
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